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Sharing Risk and Responsibility
in a New Economic Era
JACOB S. HACKER

The roughly twenty months between President Barack Obama’s inauguration in
January 2009 and the midterm elections of 2010 witnessed the passage of a
number of reforms designed to improve economic security. The biggest by far
was the Patient Protection and Aﬀordable Care Act, passed in March 2010—a
landmark health care bill with a federal price tag of roughly $1 trillion over ten
years that is predicted to newly insure more than 30 million Americans by
2019.1 But the health care bill was only one of several major steps taken to
improve economic security amid the deepest economic downturn since the
Great Depression. In addition, Congress passed a ﬁnancial reform bill that will
provide greater consumer protections for home buyers and borrowers; enacted
(as part of the health care bill) a new long-term care insurance program, and a
substantial expansion of direct government student lending; and passed an economic stimulus package that included a major modernization of unemployment
insurance.2
The chapters to come will examine these measures, their foci, and their eﬀects.
This initial chapter provides the broader context. The policy battles of 2009 and
2010 did not emerge fully formed out of the recent economic downturn. Rather,
they were rooted in a deeper and longer-term transformation of our economy and
our society that has increased the economic insecurity of American workers and
their families. Five years ago, in a book that attempted to draw attention to this
sea change and map out a new economic path, I called this transformation the
“Great Risk Shift.”3 My argument was that economic risk had increasingly shifted
from the broad shoulders of government and corporations onto the backs of
American workers and their families. This sea change, I argued, had occurred in
nearly every area of Americans’ ﬁnances, from jobs, health care, and retirement
pensions to homes, personal savings, and strategies for balancing work and
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family. With the economic collapse that began at the end of 2007, this shift no
longer seems debatable. But how to deal with this transformation given the
political and budgetary constraints that our leaders face, remains very much an
open question.
The purpose of this volume is to provide an answer—or rather, a series of
answers—to that question. In my book The Great Risk Shift, I sought to begin a
conversation about how to adapt America’s ailing economic security infrastructure to our nation’s new economic and social realities. By bringing together
some of the best thinkers about economic and social policy in the United States
today, this book is designed to move that conversation toward concrete ideas for
reform. Each of the contributors to this volume examines how economic security has changed in speciﬁc crucial areas of Americans’ lives and then outlines
realistic yet farsighted measures to ensure that workers and their families have
the tools and policies they need to deal with unexpected shocks and to invest in
their futures.
This chapter lays out the big picture that should guide these eﬀorts. It begins
by documenting and explaining the Great Risk Shift, which is rooted in the erosion of America’s distinctive framework of economic security. This framework
diﬀers from the frameworks found in other nations less in terms of total size
and more in the form that social protections take. Responsibilities that in other
nations were handled by government, perhaps with the cooperation of nonproﬁt mutual insurers, became the responsibility of employers and for-proﬁt
providers. Government policies that encouraged and regulated these private
beneﬁts to promote their broad distribution and stability were once at the core
of America’s uniquely “divided welfare state.”4 Yet this distinctive framework
has crumbed over the last generation in the face of growing economic pressures
on employers, as well as increasing political resistance to the ideal of economic
security itself.
The chapter then turns to the question of what can be done in response to
the Great Risk Shift. The legislative landmarks of 2009 and 2010 represent a
major step forward. Even after their passage, however, the United States still
badly needs a twenty-ﬁrst-century social contract that protects families against
the most severe risks they face, without clamping down on the potentially beneﬁcial processes of change and adjustment that produce some of these risks.
This will require recognizing and responding to the most fundamental source
of American economic insecurity: the deep mismatch between today’s economic and social realities and America’s strained framework for providing economic security. It will also require recognizing that economic security and
economic opportunity are not antithetical, but go hand in hand. Just as investors and entrepreneurs need basic protections to encourage them to take
economic risks, so ordinary workers and their families require a foundation of
economic security to confidently invest in their futures and seize the risky
opportunities before them.
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America’s Unique—and Endangered—
Framework of Economic Security
We often assume that the United States does little to provide economic security
compared with other rich capitalist democracies. This is only partly true. The
United States does spend less on government beneﬁts as a share of its economy,
but it also relies far more on private workplace beneﬁts, such as health care and
retirement pensions. Indeed, when these private beneﬁts are factored into the
mix, the U.S. framework of economic security is not smaller than the average
system in other rich democracies—it is actually slightly larger.5 With the help of
hundreds of billions of dollars in tax breaks, American employers serve as the ﬁrst
line of defense for millions of workers buﬀeted by the winds of economic change.
The problem is that this unique employment-based system is coming undone,
and, in the process, risk is shifting back onto workers and their families. Employers want out of the social contract forged in the more stable economy of the
past. And with labor unions weakened and workers just worried about holding
onto their jobs, employers are largely getting what they want. Meanwhile, America’s framework of government support is also strained. Social Security is declining
in generosity even as guaranteed private pensions evaporate. Medicare, while ever
more costly, has not kept pace with skyrocketing health expenses and changing
medical practices. And although the share of unemployed workers receiving unemployment beneﬁts has risen in recent years, the long-term trend is one of declining support for Americans out of work, even as unemployment has shifted
from cyclical job losses to permanent job displacements.
The history of American health insurance tells the story in miniature. After the
passage of Medicare and Medicaid in 1965, health coverage peaked at roughly 90
percent of the population, with approximately 80 percent of all Americans covered by private insurance.6 Since the late 1970s, however, employers and insurers
have steadily retreated from broad-risk pooling, and the number of Americans
who lack health coverage has increased with little interruption. Private health
coverage now reaches just over half the American population.7
Employment-based health insurance has not been the only casualty. Companies have also raced away from the promise of guaranteed retirement beneﬁts.
Twenty-ﬁve years ago, 83 percent of medium and large ﬁrms oﬀered traditional
“deﬁned-beneﬁt” pensions that provided a ﬁxed beneﬁt for life; today, the share is
below one-third.8 Instead, companies that provide pensions mostly oﬀer “deﬁnedcontribution” plans like the 401(k), in which returns are neither predictable nor
assured. Moreover, despite the expansion of 401(k) plans, the share of workers
with access to a pension at their current job—either a deﬁned beneﬁt plan or a
401(k) plan—has fallen from just over half in 1979 to under 43 percent in 2009.9
Deﬁned-contribution plans are not properly seen as pensions, at least as that
term has been traditionally understood. They are essentially private investment
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accounts sponsored by employers that can be used for building up a tax-free
estate, as well as for retirement savings. As a result, they greatly increase the
degree of risk and responsibility placed on individual workers in retirement planning. Traditional deﬁned-beneﬁt plans are generally mandatory and paid for
largely by employers (in lieu of cash wages). They thus represent a form of forced
savings. Deﬁned-beneﬁt plans are also insured by the federal government and are
heavily regulated to protect participants against mismanagement. Perhaps most
important, their ﬁxed beneﬁts protect workers against the risk of stock market
downturns and the possibility of living longer than expected.
None of this is true of defined-contribution plans. Participation is voluntary,
and due to the lack of generous employer contributions, many workers choose
not to participate, or if they do, to contribute inadequate sums.10 Plans are not
adequately regulated to protect against poor asset allocations or corporate or
personal mismanagement. The federal government does not insure definedcontribution plans. And defined-contribution accounts provide no inherent
protection against asset or longevity risks. Indeed, some features of definedcontribution plans—namely, the ability to borrow against their assets, and
the distribution of their accumulated savings as lump-sum payments that must
be rolled over into new accounts when workers change jobs—exacerbate the
risk that workers will prematurely use retirement savings, leaving inadequate income upon retirement. And, perversely, this risk falls most heavily on
younger and less highly paid workers, the very workers most in need of
secure retirement protection.11
We do not yet know how severely the market crisis that began in 2008 will
reduce private pension wealth, but the signs are deeply worrisome. Just between
mid-2007 and October 2008, an estimated $2 trillion in retirement wealth was
lost in 401(k)s and individual retirement accounts.12 A 2009 survey found that
two-thirds of adults aged 50 to 64 years lost money during this period in mutual funds, individual stocks, or 401(k) accounts, with the vast majority losing
more than 20 percent of their investments.13 (Most who had no losses had no
investments.)
But although we cannot yet know how sustained these losses will be, we do
know they come after a generation of decline in the retirement-preparedness of
Americans. According to researchers at Boston College, the share of working-age
households that are at risk of being ﬁnancially unprepared for retirement at age
65 has risen from 31 percent in 1983 to 43 percent in 2004 and a projected 51
percent in 2009.14 Younger Americans are far more likely to be at risk than older
Americans: roughly half of those born from the mid-1960s through the early
1970s are at risk of being ﬁnancially unprepared, compared with 35 percent of
those born in the decade after World War II.15 In every age group, low-income
Americans are the least ﬁnancially prepared.16
In sum, as private and public support has eroded, workers and their families
have been forced to bear a greater burden. This is the essence of the Great Risk
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Shift. Rather than enjoying the protections of insurance that pools risk broadly,
Americans are increasingly facing economic risks on their own—and often at
their peril.

The New World of Work and Family
The erosion of America’s distinctive framework of economic protections might be
less worrisome if work and family were stable sources of security themselves. Unfortunately, they are not. The job market has grown more uncertain and risky,
especially for those who were once best protected from its vagaries. Workers and
their families now invest more in education to earn a middle-class living, and yet
in today’s postindustrial economy, these costly investments are no guarantee of a
high, stable, or upward-sloping career path. For displaced workers, the prospect of
gaining new jobs with relatively similar pay and beneﬁts has fallen, and the ranks
of the long-term unemployed and “shadow unemployed” (workers who have given
up looking for jobs altogether) have grown.17
Meanwhile, the family, a sphere that was once viewed as a refuge from economic risk, has increasingly become a source of risk of its own. At ﬁrst glance,
this seems counterintuitive. Families are much more likely to have two earners
than in the past, and a two-income family is the ultimate form of private risk
sharing. To most families, however, a second income is not a luxury but a necessity in a context in which wages are relatively ﬂat and the primary costs of raising
a family (health care, education, and housing) are high and rising. According to
calculations by Jared Bernstein and Karen Kornbluh, more than three-quarters
of the modest 24 percent rise in real income between 1979 and 2000 experienced
by families in the middle of the income spectrum was due to increased work
hours (primarily the addition of a second earner) rather than rising wages.18 In
time-use surveys, both men and women who work long hours indicate they
would like to work fewer hours and spend more time with their families19—which
strongly suggests that they are not able to choose the exact mix of work and
family they would prefer.
With families needing two earners to maintain a middle-class standard of
living, their economic calculus has changed in ways that accentuate many of the
risks they face. Precisely because it now takes more work and more income to
maintain a middle-class standard of living, the questions that face families when
ﬁnancially threatening events occur are suddenly starker. What happens when a
woman leaves the workforce to have children, when a child is chronically ill, when
one spouse loses a job, or when an older parent needs assistance? In short, events
within two-earner families that require the care and time of family members
create special demands and strains that traditional one-earner families generally
did not face.
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The Rising Instability of Family Incomes
The new world of work and family has ushered in a new crop of highly leveraged investors—middle-class families. One sign of this change is the rising instability of
family incomes. Although the precise magnitude of the increase depends on how the
income variance is measured, my own research using the Panel Study of Income Dynamics (PSID) suggests that short-term family income variance essentially doubled
from 1969 to 2004.20 Much of the rise in income volatility occurred prior to 1985,
and volatility dropped substantially in the late 1990s.21 In recent years, however,
income volatility has risen to exceed its 1980s peak.22 The proportion of working-age
individuals experiencing a 50 percent or greater drop in their family income over a
two-year period has climbed from less than 4 percent in the early 1970s to nearly 10
percent in the early 2000s.23 And although less-educated and poorer Americans have
less-stable family incomes than their better-educated and wealthier peers, the
increase in family income volatility aﬀects all major demographic and economic
groups.24 Indeed, over the past generation, Americans with at least four years of college experienced a larger increase in family income instability than those with only a
high school education, with most of the rise occurring in the last 15 years.25
Understanding the causes of increased family income instability is essential to
develop tools to restabilize Americans’ growing economic insecurity. Along with a
team of researchers (and with funding from the Rockefeller Foundation), I have
developed the “Economic Security Index,” or ESI.26 The ESI adds to the research on
income instability by looking at economic instability caused by out-of-pocket medical
spending as well as by income ﬂuctuations. It also considers whether families have
adequate ﬁnancial safety nets to cushion these economic shocks. In a nutshell, the
ESI represents the share of Americans who experience at least a 25 percent decline in
their inﬂation-adjusted “available household income” from one year to the next and
who lack an adequate ﬁnancial safety net to replace this lost income until it has
returned to its original level. “Available household income” is income that is reduced
by nondiscretionary spending, including, most substantially, the amount of a household’s out-of-pocket medical spending. (The other main form of nondiscretionary
spending considered by the ESI is the cost of servicing debt.). Thus the ESI illustrates
how Americans may experience income losses of 25 percent or greater: due to a
decline in income, an increase in medical spending, or a combination of the two.
The ESI, available from 1985 through 2007 (with projections for 2008 and
2009) shows that economic insecurity has increased substantially over the last
quarter century (see Figure 1.1). In 1985, 12 percent of Americans experienced a
major economic loss suﬃcient to classify them as insecure in the ESI. During the
recession of the early 2000s, this ﬁgure had risen to 17 percent, and projections
suggest that in 2009, the level of economic insecurity experienced by Americans
was greater than at any time over the past quarter century.
These stark numbers are not just a reﬂection of the steep economic downturn
of recent years. Rather, economic security has been gradually declining since the
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Figure 1.1: Share of Americans Who Are Insecure, 1985–2007 (with 2008–2009
Projections). Source: Jacob S. Hacker et al., Economic Security at Risk: Findings from the
Rockefeller Economic Security Index (New York: Rockefeller Foundation, 2010), http://
economicsecurityindex.org/assets/Economic%20Security%20Index%20Full%20Report.pdf

early 1980s. To see beyond short-term economic ﬂuctuations requires calculating
the longer term statistical trend in the ESI, which is shown in Figure 1.1. Based on
this analysis, the ESI has increased by approximately one-third from 1985 to
2007. If the projections up to 2009 are included, the ESI has increased by almost
half since 1985. To state this trend in terms of population, approximately 46 million Americans were counted as insecure in 2007, up from 28 million in 1985.
Moreover, the share of Americans experiencing large drops in available household
income has increased even more since the 1960s. A less complete form of the ESI
available back to the late 1960s shows that large (25 percent or greater) income
losses—the core component of the complete ESI—had already risen by about
one-third from the 1960s to the 1980s, making subsequent increases over the
past quarter century even more noteworthy.

The Indebted American Family
The rising instability of family incomes would be less troubling if families had substantial liquid savings to tide them over during periods with reduced income. Yet
the ESI suggests that very few families have even modest holdings of wealth besides
their home. Instead, Americans are often deeply indebted, especially families with
children. As a share of income in 2004, total debt—including mortgages, credit
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cards, car loans, and other liabilities—was more than 125 percent of income for the
median married couple with children.27 According to a recent analysis of families
with incomes between two and six times the federal poverty level and headed by
working-age adults, more than half of these middle-class families have no net
ﬁnancial assets (excluding home equity), and nearly four in ﬁve of these families do
not have suﬃcient assets to cover three-quarters of essential living expenses for
even three months, should their income disappear.28 And, of course, the recent
economic crisis has only exacerbated the problem, causing a loss of $15 trillion in
private family assets and wealth between June 2007 and December 2008.29
With debt levels rising, personal bankruptcy has gone from a rare occurrence
to a relatively common one, with the number of households ﬁling for bankruptcy
rising from less than 300,000 in 1980 to more than two million in 2005.30 During
that period, the ﬁnancial characteristics of the bankrupt have grown worse and
worse (contrary to the claim that bankruptcy is increasingly being used by people
with only mild ﬁnancial diﬃculties). Strikingly, married couples with children are
much more likely to ﬁle for bankruptcy than are couples without children or single
individuals.31 Otherwise, the bankrupt are much like other Americans before they
ﬁle, though slightly better educated, roughly as likely to have had a good job, and
modestly less likely to own a home. They are not the persistently poor or the
downtrodden looking for relief: they are refugees of the middle class, frequently
wondering how they fell so far so fast.32
Americans are also losing their homes at record rates. Even before the housing
market collapsed in 2008, there had been a ﬁvefold increase since the 1970s in the
share of households that fall into foreclosure33—a process that begins when home
owners default on their mortgages and can end with homes being auctioned to
the highest bidder in local courthouses. The run-up of housing prices before the
economic downturn had much less of a positive eﬀect on Americans’ net worth
than might be supposed. Even as home prices rose, Americans held less and less
equity in their homes. As recently as the early 1980s, home equity was around 70
percent of home values on average; in 2007, it was 43 percent—the lowest level
on record.34 In the recent downturn, approximately 20 percent of home owners
have negative equity, owing more on their home than it is worth.35 For scores of
ordinary home owners—roughly one in twenty-ﬁve mortgage-owning households in the past few years, a level not seen since the Great Depression—the
American Dream has mutated into the American Nightmare.

The Endangered American Dream
As these examples suggest, economic insecurity is not just a problem of the
poor and uneducated. It aﬀects even educated, middle-class Americans—men
and women who thought they had bought the ticket to upward mobility and economic stability by staying in school, buying a home, and investing in their 401(k)s.
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Insecurity today reaches across the income spectrum, the racial divide, and lines of
geography and gender. Increasingly, all Americans are riding the economic roller
coaster once reserved for the working poor and, thus, are at risk of losing the secure
ﬁnancial foundation they need to reach for and achieve the American Dream.
Economic security matters deeply to people. When most of us contemplate the
ﬁnancial risks in our lives, we do not concern ourselves all that much with the
upside risks—the chance that we will receive an unexpected bonus, for example.
We worry about the downside risks, and worry about them intensely. In the
1970s, psychologists Daniel Kahneman and Amos Tversky gave a name to this
cognitive bias: “loss aversion.”36 Most people, it turns out, are not just highly riskaverse—they prefer a bird in the hand to even a very good chance of two in the
bush. They are also far more cautious when it comes to bad outcomes than when
it comes to good outcomes of exactly the same magnitude. The search for economic security is, in large part, a reﬂection of a basic human desire for protection
against losing what one already has.
This desire is surprisingly strong. Americans are famously opportunity-loving,
but when asked in 2005 whether they were “more concerned with the opportunity to make money in the future, or the stability of knowing that your present
sources of income are protected,” 62 percent favored stability and just 29 percent
favored opportunity.37
It should not be surprising, therefore, that recent polling shows extremely high
levels of economic anxiety among all but the richest Americans. In a September 2010
poll, only half of Americans agreed that “the American Dream—that if you work
hard you’ll get ahead—still holds true”—more than four in ten said it no longer did.38
In April 2009, two in three adults said that the current economy presented them
with more risks than their parents confronted—six times as many as the 11 percent
of those polled who said they faced fewer risks than their parents.39 A comprehensive
poll concerning economic risk that I helped design—ﬁelded as part of the American
National Election Studies with the support of the Rockefeller Foundation—asked
Americans about 15 diﬀerent sources of economic risk in employment, medical care,
wealth, and family relations (see Figure 1.2). More than three-quarters of all Americans reported that they were very or fairly worried about at least one of these economic risks. Worries about wealth were the most frequent cause of economic unease,
though concerns about medical costs were a close second.40
These are not idle worries. Households that experienced these economic risks
between March 2008 and September 2009—especially risks that persisted for six
months or more—reported much higher levels of unmet basic needs (going without food because of the cost; losing one’s home or rental; or going without health
care because of the expense). This was particularly true of employment and medical risks: households experiencing employment and medical spending risks were
three times as likely as unaﬀected households to report any unmet needs and
seven times as likely to report multiple unmet needs. Strikingly, even among
families in the third quartile of household income (annual income between
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Figure 1.2: Scope of Concerns about Economic Security, Spring 2009. Source: Jacob S.
Hacker et al., Standing on Shaky Ground: Americans’ Experiences with Economic Insecurity (New
York: Rockefeller Foundation, 2010), http://www.economicsecurityindex.org/upload/media/
ESI%20report%20ﬁnal_12%2013.pdf

$60,000 and $100,000), the same association between economic risks and unmet
basic needs held true. More than half of families with income between $60,000
and $100,000 that experienced employment or medical disruptions reported
being unable to meet at least one basic economic need.
Yet even before the economic crisis, people were already extremely worried about
their economic security. In a February 2007 survey, for example, 63 percent of Americans reported feeling that the economy had become less secure in the last decade,
compared to 18 percent who felt the economy had become more secure.41 The strongest sense of rising insecurity was felt among those with family incomes between
$36,000 and $92,000: respondents in this income bracket reported feeling that the
economy has grown less secure rather than more secure by a margin greater than
four to one (67 percent versus 17 percent, respectively).42 In the same 2007 poll, a
majority of Americans also expected things to get less secure over the next 20 years.43
It would be one thing if all this risk came with great reward for the middle class.
After all, people will sometimes trade higher risks—a greater chance of losing their
job, for example—for higher rewards. Yet this has decidedly not been the pattern. The
Congressional Budget Oﬃce has put together a comprehensive measure of the
distribution of income, based on actual tax records as well as on reported income in
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surveys (see Figure 1.3). Taking into account all government taxes and beneﬁts, as
well as private workplace health insurance and pensions, the middle quintile of
households (the 20 percent of households above the bottom 40 percent and below
the top 40 percent) saw their inﬂation-adjusted incomes rise from $44,100 to
$55,300 between 1979 and 2007—a gain of 25 percent.44 By comparison, the average
after-tax incomes of the richest 1 percent of households rose from just over $346,000
a year to more than $1.3 million over the same period—an increase of more than 280

Figure 1.3: Average Household After-Tax Income Including Public and Private
Beneﬁts, 1979 and 2007. Source: Calculated from Congressional Budget Oﬃce (CBO),
Average After Tax Income for All Households, by Household Income Category, 1979–2007 (Washington, DC: CBO, June 2010), (http://www.cbo.gov/publications/collections/tax/2010/average_
after-tax_income.pdf ). Income includes wages, salaries, self-employment income, rents,
taxable and nontaxable interest, dividends, realized capital gains, cash transfer payments, and
cash retirement beneﬁts, as well as all in-kind beneﬁts, such as Medicare, Medicaid, employerpaid health insurance premiums, food stamps, school lunches and breakfasts, housing
assistance, and energy assistance. Federal taxes are subtracted from income and account for
not just income and payroll taxes paid directly by individuals and households, but also taxes
paid by businesses (corporate income taxes and the employer’s share of Social Security,
Medicare, and federal unemployment insurance payroll taxes).
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percent.45 Recall also that most of the income gains of middle-class families are due to
the fact that family members are working more hours, not that they are receiving
higher pay. The risk-reward trade-oﬀ looks more like a risk-reward rip-oﬀ.

The Policy Challenge
The Great Risk Shift is not a ﬁnancial hurricane beyond human control. True,
sweeping changes in the global and domestic economy have helped to propel it, but
America’s leaders could have responded to these forces by reinforcing the ﬂoodwalls that protect families from economic risk. Instead, lacking strong political
pressure to address new and newly intensiﬁed risks or to shore up dwindling protections, for years those leaders have acted in ways that have further eroded the
ﬂoodwalls that protect families. Proponents of these changes speak of a nirvana of
individual economic management—an “ownership society” in which Americans
are free to choose.46 What they have fostered, however, is very diﬀerent: a world of
economic insecurity in which far too many Americans are free to lose.
Of course, we cannot turn back the clock on many of the changes that have
swept through our economy and society. Nor would we always want to. Accepting
our new economic and social realities does not, however, mean accepting the new
economic insecurity, much less accepting the assumptions that lie behind the current assault on the ideal of security. Americans will need to do much to secure
themselves in the new world of work and family, but they should be protected by
an improved safety net that ﬁlls the most glaring gaps in present protections. This
safety net should provide all Americans with the basic security they need as
workers, as family members, and as citizens. In the remainder of this opening
chapter, I will talk about some of the basic principles that should guide this eﬀort.
The ﬁrst priority for restoring security should be Hippocrates’ admonition to
“do no harm.” Undoing what little risk pooling remains in the private sector without putting something better in place is harmful. Piling tax break upon tax break
to allow wealthy and healthy Americans to opt out of our tattered institutions of
social insurance is harmful. And though simplifying our tax code makes perfect
sense, making it markedly less progressive through a ﬂat tax or national sales tax
would also be harmful. A progressive income tax, after all, is eﬀectively a form of
insurance, reducing our contribution to public goods when income falls and
raising it when income rises. State and local taxes are generally regressive: according to a 2009 analysis, the richest 1 percent of households paid an eﬀective state
and local tax rate of just over 5 percent of income (after taking into account the
federal tax deduction for state and local taxes); the middle ﬁfth of households
paid 9.4 percent; and the bottom ﬁfth paid 10.9 percent.47 Although the federal
income tax has become less progressive (especially when it comes to the taxation
of very high incomes), it remains one of the last major bulwarks against rising
economic inequality.
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Figure 1.4 shows that the Economic Security Index is higher (meaning greater
insecurity) for less aﬄuent families than for more aﬄuent ones. Lower-income
families generally have little or no wealth to protect their standard of living when
income declines, and they are least likely to have access to workplace health or

Figure 1.4: Share of Americans Who Are Insecure, 1985–1995, 1997–2007. Notes: The
“insecure” are those whose available household income declines by at least 25 percent from one
year to the next (after adjusting for inﬂation), as a result of a decline in household income and/
or an increase in out-of-pocket medical spending, and who lack an adequate ﬁnancial safety net.
Thus an individual is considered insecure if the sum of the increase in medical expenditures and
lost annual income total at least 25 percent of his or her previous year’s available income, as
illustrated in Figure 1.3. Household income includes all private and government sources of
income, including the estimated income value of deﬁned-contribution retirement accounts,
such as 401(k)s, for households with heads aged 60 or older. Household income is adjusted to
reﬂect the economies of scale of pooling household resources and expenses. Household income
is also reduced by the amount needed to pay oﬀ liquid ﬁnancial debts when net ﬁnancial wealth
is negative. (All income is adjusted for inﬂation and expressed in 2009 dollars.) Individuals with
adequate holdings of liquid ﬁnancial wealth are not treated as insecure even when they
experience 25 percent or higher income losses. We deﬁne “adequate” as enough liquid ﬁnancial
wealth to compensate for the lost income until typical recovery to pre-drop income or for six
years, whatever comes ﬁrst. Those entering retirement are also excluded from the count of the
insecure even if available household income declines by 25 percent or more concurrent with
retirement; once retired, however, they are counted as insecure when they experience such
declines. Source: Jacob S. Hacker et al., Economic Security at Risk: Findings from the Rockefeller
Economic Security Index (New York: Rockefeller Foundation, 2010).
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disability insurance. Not surprisingly, therefore, unemployment has a much larger
eﬀect on the consumption patterns of lower-income families than it has on those
of higher-income families.
Yet while we should work to preserve the best elements of existing policies, we
should also recognize that the nature and causes of insecurity, as well as our understanding about how to best address it, have evolved considerably. During the
New Deal, economic insecurity was largely seen as a problem of drops or interruptions in male earnings, whether due to unemployment, retirement, or other costly
events. Even as working women became the norm, our programs failed to address
the special economic strains on two-earner families. So too did they fail to address
the distinctive unemployment patterns that became increasingly prevalent as industrial employment gave way to service work: for example, the rising prevalence
of long-term unemployment (in 2010, it took an average of more than 20 weeks
to ﬁnd a new job—double the amount of time in the 1982–1983 recession)48 and
the shift of workers from one economic sector to another that often leads to large
cuts in pay and the need for specialized retraining.
Flaws in existing policies of risk protection have also become apparent. Our
framework of social protection is overwhelmingly focused on the aged, even
though young adults and families with children face the greatest economic strains.
It emphasizes short-term exits from the workforce, even though long-term job
losses and the displacement and obsolescence of skills have become more severe.
In many ways, it embodies the antiquated notion that family strains can be dealt
with by a second earner—usually a woman—who can easily enter or leave the
workforce as necessary. Above all, it is based on the idea that job-based private
insurance can easily ﬁll the gaps left by public programs, even though it is ever
clearer that job-based private insurance is not enough.
These shortcomings suggest that an improved safety net should emphasize
portable insurance to help families deal with major interruptions to income and
big blows to wealth. They also mean that these promises should be mostly separate from work for a particular employer: the safety net should move from job to
job. The Aﬀordable Care Act is a step in the right direction by setting up access
to health insurance for workers when they are between jobs or when their employer does not oﬀer health insurance. But part of its success will hinge on the
ease with which individuals can maintain seamless health coverage during work
transitions.
By the same token, we should not force massive social risks onto institutions
incapable of eﬀectively carrying them. Bankruptcy should not be a backdoor
social insurance system, private charity care should not be our main medical
safety net, and credit cards should not be the main way that families get by when
times are tight. To be sure, when nothing better is possible, the principle of “do no
harm” may dictate protecting even incomplete and inadequate safety nets. The
ultimate goal, however, should be a new framework of social insurance that revitalizes the best elements of the present system, while replacing those parts that
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work less eﬀectively with stronger alternatives geared toward meeting the particular needs of today’s economy and society.
This brings us to the ﬁnal principle: measures to enhance economic security
should also be designed to enhance economic opportunity. Most of us think of our
nation’s safety net as a way of helping those who have had bad fortune or have
fallen on hard times. Yet providing economic security has far broader beneﬁts for
our economy and our society. Corporate law has long recognized the need to limit
the downside of economic risk-taking as a way of encouraging entrepreneurs and
investors to make the risky investments necessary to advance in a capitalist
economy. The law of bankruptcy and the principle of limited liability—the notion
that those who run a ﬁrm are not personally liable if the ﬁrm fails—allow entrepreneurs to innovate with the security of knowing they will not be ﬁnancially
destroyed if their risky bets fail.49
Just as basic protections for entrepreneurs must be in place in order to foster
risk taking, families also need a basic foundation of ﬁnancial security if they are
to feel conﬁdent in making the investments needed to advance in a dynamic
economy. All of the major wellsprings of economic opportunity in the United
States—including assets, workplace skills, education, and investments in children—are costly and risky for families to cultivate. Providing security can encourage families to make these investments, aiding not just their own advancement
but the economy as a whole.
Providing economic security appears even more beneﬁcial when compared to
some of the leading alternatives that insecure citizens may otherwise back.
Heavy-handed regulation of the economy, strict limits on cross-border trade and
ﬁnancial ﬂows, and other intrusive measures may gain widespread support from
workers buﬀeted by economic turbulence, but these measures are likely to reduce
growth overall.
The challenge, then, is to construct a twenty-ﬁrst-century social contract that
protects families against the most severe risks they face, without clamping down
on the potentially beneﬁcial processes of change and adjustment that produce
some of these risks. Three areas of economic risk in particular cry out for attention: employment risks, retirement income risks, and health care risks. But it
would be a mistake to only design economic protections narrowly around speciﬁc
economic concerns. Another leading priority is to create new and ﬂexible policies
for dealing with economic risks of all kinds, such as the ﬂexible-leave and incomemaintenance policies described in later chapters of this volume.
All these changes, of course, will not come without costs, and they certainly
will not come without political struggle. Yet against the cost, one must balance
the savings. Americans pay billions of dollars in hidden taxes imposed by laws
that facilitate bankruptcy, mandate emergency room care, and bail out the politically sympathetic when things go bad. The elimination of these expenses must be
accounted for when tallying up the bill, as should the huge drain that our current
system imposes when people do not change jobs, do not have kids, or do not
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invest in new skills because they fear the downside risks. And we should not forget that the United States already spends as much as many European nations on
social beneﬁts: we just do so in a way that is enormously wasteful, ineﬃcient, and
incapable of providing economic security to those who most need it.

New Realities, New Policies
Americans have long seen a basic foundation of economic security as essential to
the nation’s economic prosperity and social health. The Great Depression—widely
seen as a natural disaster beyond the control or responsibility of the Americans it
struck—was the watershed for many of these policies. In its wake, and especially
after World War II, political and business leaders put in place new institutions
designed to spread broadly the burden of key economic risks. These public and
private institutions were never open to everyone. They required work, ongoing
contributions, and proof of eligibility. But they were based on the notion that
certain risks can only be eﬀectively dealt with through inclusive institutions that
spread costs across rich and poor, healthy and sick, able-bodied and disabled,
young and old.
Over the last generation, however, this public-private framework has come
undone at the same time that new economic risks are increasingly buﬀeting
American families. We have witnessed a major transfer of economic risk from
broad structures of insurance onto the balance sheets of American families. This
transformation has reworked Americans’ relationship to their government, their
employers, and each other, with consequences for American politics and society
that very much remain with us today.
In the wake of the steepest economic downturn since the Great Depression, it
is time once again to retool and rebuild America’s crumbling framework of economic security. Not so long ago, critics of this framework argued that government
was not needed to provide basic risk protection—that private insurers could take
care of health care, that private employers would ensure that everyone had a good
pension, that job insecurity was becoming a thing of the past. No one can conﬁdently hold that view today. The only question is whether new policies will be put
in place to share the risks of the twenty-ﬁrst century economy across Americans
and between government, employers, and individual families, or whether Americans should be left to cope with these uncertainties largely on their own. Important steps were taken to broaden risk pooling in 2009 and 2010. Given the scale
of the economic risks that Americans face, however, they were small steps. As this
book shows, much remains to be done.
The argument for having government help pool economic risks is powerful.
Designed properly, such risk pooling could provide all Americans with the ﬁnancial security they need to survive and thrive in a highly uncertain economy, encouraging workers to accept the downs as well as the ups of a dynamic market.
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Social insurance programs like Medicare and Social Security feature low administrative costs and broad public acceptance and popularity. And because of the
public sector’s formidable bargaining power and unmatched standard-setting capacity, public programs are also arguably better poised than private-sector beneﬁts to control spending on health care and other social services in the future.
But, as the debates of 2009 and 2010 show, arguments like these are hardly
universally accepted. For those who believe that risk protection interferes with
the free play of competitive forces, for those who insist that government insurance merely coddles people who make the wrong choices, the only solution is to
shift even more risk onto Americans’ shoulders. As the following chapters
show, the great debate of the twenty-ﬁrst century will be whether the privatization of risk should be halted or hurried. And the outcome may well determine not just the future of U.S. social policy, but of the American model of
capitalism as well.
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Health Care Reform 2.0
Fulfilling the Promise of the Affordable Care Act
JACOB S. HACKER

Arnold Dorsett was an American success story. An air conditioner repairman, he
earned almost $70,000 a year, owned a good home in the suburbs, and was married with three children. He was also, it turned out, the father of a young boy who
was sick and getting sicker.
Zachary, his oldest child, had not been healthy since his birth. But it was not
until Zachary was eight that he was diagnosed with an immune system disorder
that promised even bigger medical costs down the road. By then, the bills had
crushed the family’s ﬁnances. Despite having health insurance and reﬁnancing
their home, the Dorsetts had run up nearly $30,000 in outstanding credit-card
balances and could no longer make their car or mortgage payments. In March
2005, they ﬁled for bankruptcy, becoming one of the roughly two million households ﬁling that year. The choice was not easy. “I make good money, and I work
hard for it,” Arnold Dorsett said. “When I ﬁled for bankruptcy, I felt I failed.”1
For years, the health care insecurities of millions of ordinary Americans like
the Dorsetts were seen as insoluble in our polarized partisan climate. In 2010,
however, the U.S. Congress passed and President Barack Obama signed the Patient
Protection and Aﬀordable Care Act (hereafter, ACA).2 A remarkable policy breakthrough, the law involves: (1) extensive new regulation of private health insurance, (2) the public creation of new insurance-purchasing organizations called
“exchanges,” (3) the reorganization and expansion of Medicaid for the poor, and
(4) major reductions in spending growth within and substantial changes to the
Medicare program for the aged and disabled.3 According to the Congressional
Budget Oﬃce, more than 30 million Americans will be newly covered by 2019.4 In
addition, new federal subsidies for coverage, greater economies of scale in administration, and new insurance rules that prohibit price discrimination against
higher-risk patients will substantially reduce the cost of insurance for those who
buy it through the exchanges.
To be sure, the ACA falls well short of the international health policy standard
of universal coverage and robust eﬀorts to restrain medical costs. The aﬄuent
democracy closest to us in terms of the structure and history of health insurance,
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Switzerland, has featured subsidized universal insurance since the mid-1990s and
its per-capita spending is roughly 60 percent of ours. But in light of the long history of health care reform’s defeat, the ACA represents a decisive departure from
the past politics and policy of American health care.5 But the destination of that
departure is not yet clear. Enacting a new law is only part of the challenge of social
reform. The other, more daunting, part is building support for the successful
implementation, improvement, and expansion of the inevitably jerry-rigged programs that can be passed through America’s fragmented and deeply polarized legislative process. Democratic senator Tom Harkin of Iowa rightly calls the health
care law a “starter home.” Unfortunately, the home is not yet built (the main parts
of the framework go up in 2014), and the construction zone is in the path of a
hurricane: a perfect storm of runaway costs and unbridled conservative attacks
on the law.6
The greatest threat to the ACA is not repeal. Notwithstanding the ﬁerce assault
on the legislation and ongoing court challenges, the basic building blocks of the
law will almost certainly be put in place unless the White House changes hands
after 2012. And even were Republicans to capture the presidency in 2012, the
reversal of several core elements, such as the creation of the exchanges and establishment of individual subsidies for coverage, would be diﬃcult, though certainly
not impossible. If these core elements are put in place, millions of Americans who
are uninsured today will obtain coverage under the ACA. Meanwhile, those who
already have coverage will enjoy the security of knowing they can more easily
obtain it even if they lose or change jobs, become sick or disabled, or live in a
family with someone who experiences such events.
And yet these successes will also be incomplete. Although millions will be
newly insured, millions more will still lack basic protections: they will fall through
the law’s cracks, or they will be exempted from its requirement to buy coverage
because they cannot aﬀord the premium. Medical costs will still represent a
painful, growing hit to family incomes. And families who don’t qualify for generous subsidies will still ﬁnd insurance shockingly expensive.7
In short, the reforms launched with the ACA will need to be strengthened or
they will fall increasingly short. Every crucial aspect of the act—the reach and
aﬀordability of insurance, the degree of security that this insurance provides, the
cooperation of states and employers, the promise of federal savings—will rise or
fall on reformers’ ability to strengthen the act to ensure that it delivers on its
promises. This chapter explains why this must be done and how it can be.

Historical Context
The United States is the only rich democracy without guaranteed health coverage for all (or virtually all) citizens or measures that aim to contain costs at a
high level of aggregation.8 As Table 10.1 shows, America’s distinctive position
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Table 10.1 American Health Care and Social Policy in Cross-National Relief
Country

Total
Government
and Private
Health
Spending
Per Capita
(2004)

Government
Health
Spending
Per Capita,
Including
Tax Breaks
(1998/99)

100%

$3,120

$1,300

Austria

98%

Belgium

Australia

Share of
Population
Covered by
Government
Health
Programs
(2004)

Annual
Medical
Inﬂation
in Excess
of Population
Growth and
Aging,
1985–2002

Public and
Private Spending on Health
and Economic
Security after
Taxes as a Share
of GDP, 2001

0.88%

24.00%

$3,124

0.65%

24.80%

99%

$3,044

1.10%

26.30%

Canada

100%

$3,165

0.43%

23.30%

Denmark

100%

$2,881

-0.10%

26.40%

Finland

100%

$2,235

-0.43%

22.60%

France

99.90%

$3,159

$1,400

0.61%

31.20%

Germany

89.80%

$3,043

$1,600

0.76%

30.80%

Greece

100%

$2,162

1.31%

Iceland

100%

$ 331

1.52%

21.70%

Ireland

100%

$2,596

-0.65%

13.90%

Italy

100%

$2,467

$1,150

Japan

100%

$2,249

$1,200

62.50%

$3,041

New Zealand

100%

$2,083

Norway

100%

$3,966

1.50%

23.60%

$2,094

1.25%

18.90%
30.60%

Netherlands

Spain

$1,500

25.30%
-0.03%

22.10%

0.88%

25.00%

18.20%

Sweden

100%

$2,825

$1,300

0.19%

Switzerland

100%

$4,077

$2,100

1.88%

United
Kingdom

100%

$2,508

$1,100

1.43%

27.10%
continued
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Table 10.1 continued
Country

Share of
Population
Covered by
Government
Health
Programs
(2004)

Total
Government
and Private
Health
Spending
Per Capita
(2004)

Government
Health
Spending
Per Capita,
Including
Tax Breaks
(1998/99)

Non-US
Average

97.30%

$2,859

$1,405.50

United
States

27.30%

$6,102

$2,500

Annual
Medical
Inﬂation
in Excess
of Population
Growth and
Aging,
1985–2002

Public and
Private Spending on Health
and Economic
Security after
Taxes as a Share
of GDP, 2001

0.73%

24.20%

2%

24.50%

* This table appeared in Jacob S. Hacker, Health at Risk: America’s Ailing Health System—and How to
Heal It (New York: Columbia University Press, 2008), 110.
Sources: OECD Health Data 2007, “Share of Population Eligible for a Deﬁned Set of Health Care
Goods and Services under Public Programmes,” OECD Health Data 2007 (Paris: OECD, 2008); Gerard F.
Anderson, Bianca K. Frogner, and Uwe E. Reinhardt, “Health Spending in OECD Countries in 2004: An
Update,” Health Aﬀairs 26 (2007): 1481–1489; Steﬃe Woolhandler and David U. Himmelstein, “Paying
For National Health Insurance—And Not Getting It,” Health Aﬀairs 21 (2002): 88–98; Chapin White,
“Health Care Spending Growth: How Diﬀerent Is the United States from the Rest of the OECD?”
Health Aﬀairs 26 (2007): 154–161; Willem Adema and Maxime Ladaique, “Net Social Expenditure,
2005,” OECD Social, Employment, and Migration Working Papers 29 (Paris: OECD, 2005), http://www.
oecd.org/dataoecd/56/2/35632106.pdf.

cannot easily be chalked up to the penuriousness of its government. Yes, public
health insurance in the United States covers just over 27 percent of Americans,
whereas virtually all other rich nations cover their entire citizenry (column 1).
But because American medical costs are so much higher than health costs in
other nations (column 2), total U.S. public spending on health care per capita
(including tax breaks for coverage and coverage for public employees) is actually
the highest in the world (column 3). As the fourth column of the table shows,
moreover, U.S. health spending (both public and private) is also growing much
more quickly. (The reasons for this are discussed later in this chapter; for now it
suﬃces to say that it reﬂects the fragmentation of the American system and, in
particular, the lack of strong, coordinated eﬀorts by those ﬁnancing care to foster cost-eﬀectiveness.)
What is particularly distinctive about American health care is that a large
share of the United States’ very high spending is ﬁnanced by voluntary private
health insurance, sponsored by employers and heavily (and regressively) subsidized by the federal government through the tax code. (In 2004, the cost of
exempting health beneﬁts from taxation in terms of forgone tax revenues was
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$188.5 billion, with nearly 27 percent of this beneﬁt going to the 16 percent of
the population with annual family incomes in excess of $100,000.) This point
holds more generally: private employment-based beneﬁts (mainly health insurance and retirement pensions) play a much larger role in the United States than
in other rich nations—so much more so that, as the ﬁnal column of Table 1
shows, accounting for these private beneﬁts raises U.S. spending on health and
economic security as a share of the economy to something close to the average for
advanced industrial democracies.
A legacy of policy decisions and battles of the mid-twentieth century, America’s distinctive reliance on employment-based health insurance has created
powerful hurdles to an expanded public role in the ﬁnancing of health care.
Americans have come to depend on the private system, and powerful vested
interests have arisen within and around it. Attempts to enact major legislative
changes to that system, even changes that would make Americans as a whole
better oﬀ, have again and again run headlong into the speciﬁc dislocations that
reforms threaten for both private interest groups and well-insured Americans.
It is this basic political reality—that most Americans have coverage, however
costly and insecure, and could be easily frightened into believing that they
would lose what they have by defenders of the present system—that best
explains why the ACA was so much more limited than the health policy
precedents set abroad.9

Health at Risk
The problems that the ACA was designed to address—rampant uninsurance and
underinsurance, runaway medical debt, crippling beneﬁt costs—are hardly new.
Yet all of them grew much more prevalent and troubling from the late 1970s on,
and all of them increasingly aﬀected the politically crucial middle class. The ranks
of the uninsured have grown substantially since the 1970s—among the middle
class as well as lower income groups (though the poorest Americans have been
somewhat cushioned by the major expansion of public health care coverage for
low-income groups). Everyone has heard the sobering numbers: more than 50
million Americans without health insurance (compared with fewer than 30 million in 1980), the vast majority of them in working families.10 But the uninsured
are a constantly shifting group that includes many more people than that.
Between 2007 and 2009, nearly 87 million people—one out of three non-elderly
Americans—went without health insurance at some point. Almost three-quarters of this population were uninsured for at least half a year; three in ﬁve were
uninsured for at least nine months.11 Even those whose spells without insurance
are short could have found themselves facing an unexpected disaster and might
have ended up not just with huge bills but also future denials of coverage for
“preexisting conditions.”
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Medical bankruptcy is also a major, troubling, and almost certainly growing
problem—one that aﬀects those who have health coverage as well as those without it. The Dorsetts, whose story was told in the ﬁrst pages of this chapter, are
hardly unique.12 Indeed, if the overriding problem of the 1990s was lack of health
insurance—a problem that has, of course, worsened—the problem of the 2000s
and future may well be “underinsurance,” the lack of adequate health insurance. In
the twelve months prior to May 2007, according to a survey by Consumer Reports,
around three in ten non-elderly adults who had health insurance lacked adequate
coverage.13 Nearly six in ten of the underinsured postponed needed medical care
because of the cost; nearly four in ten had to put oﬀ home or car maintenance or
repairs due to medical expenses; a third had to dig into their savings or borrow to
pay for medical care; and more than one in ﬁve made job-related decisions based
mainly on their health care needs.14 Strikingly, the median family income of the
underinsured is $58,000—almost exactly the same as the median income of those
with adequate coverage.15 The underinsured are just as likely to be white as the
well-insured, nearly as well-educated, and just as likely to work full-time and in
large or medium-sized companies. The only consistent way in which they diﬀer
from those who are better protected is that they are at grave, and growing,
economic risk.16
The main reason for these worrisome trends is simple: as medical costs and
health premiums continue to skyrocket, traditional employment-based coverage
is declining. Some surveys suggest that its reach has plummeted by as much as 9
percentage points between 2000 and 2005, while others indicate a steadier and
somewhat smaller drop.17 What is not in dispute is that Americans are ever less
likely to be covered by their employers, and that employers are consistently asking
workers to pay a larger share of the cost of their coverage and care.18 With health
premiums growing by roughly 50 percent in inﬂation-adjusted terms between
2000 and 2006, over a period in which median family income actually declined, it
is hardly surprising that health care costs and coverage have risen in prominence
as stated concerns of Americans in opinion surveys.19
Nor is this simply a matter of dollars and cents. It is a matter of life and death.
Researchers at Harvard University estimate that 45,000 working-age Americans
die each year because of the lack of universal health insurance in the United
States.20 But that is not even the most startling statistic. According to a recent
study, the United States ranks 19th out of 19 rich nations in the rate of “amenable
mortality”—deaths before age 75 that could have been prevented with the provision of timely and eﬀective care.21 A decade ago, we were ﬁve places higher on the
list. But we are nowhere near the nations with the best rates, all of which provide
aﬀordable, quality care to all of their citizens. If, for example, the United States
had the same rate of amenable mortality as the three nations with the lowest
rates of preventable death, more than 100,000 fewer people would die in the
United States each year.22 These are risks that all Americans face because of the
costly, fragmented, and inadequate American framework of medical ﬁnancing.
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The Affordable Care Act
Most of the text of this section appeared previously in Hacker, “HealthCare Reform, 2015,” 10–14.
The ACA represents a dramatic response to these risks. Yet it is a response that
bears the marks of the serious constraints imposed by America’s distinctive policy
structure and polarized politics. Compared to Medicare, a simple public program
that provides insurance (paying private providers) to virtually all the aged and
disabled, the ACA looks like a Rube Goldberg contraption. Its basic structure
mixes state and federal responsibilities, competing administrative centers of authority, and public and private activities in a manner that can be charitably
described as complex. The most Medicare-like, and thus straightforward, aspect
of the original legislative package was the so-called public option—a public insurance plan competing with private plans for the business of non-elderly Americans, an idea I have long championed.23 However, the public option was stripped
from the legislation in the Senate to batten down wavering Democratic votes and
overcome a GOP ﬁlibuster. Thus, a simple, popular element that could have provided a major tool of cost containment was lost.
The simplest way to describe the new ACA is as a structure consisting of three
pillars of coverage, supported by a foundation of regulations and spending. The
ﬁrst pillar is an expansion and upgrade of Medicaid to cover all poor people under
133 percent of the federal poverty level. (Currently, Medicaid, which varies greatly
from state to state, provides health coverage to only certain poor people, such as
pregnant women and children, and excludes most poor childless adults.) Even
though the federal government will ﬁnance virtually all of the expansion of Medicaid mandated under the ACA, states will have to reach those who are eligible and
ensure that coverage on paper means in fact that doctors and hospitals will be
willing to take often-penurious payments—something many states do poorly
now and will continue to do poorly after reform.
The second pillar of the ACA is the creation of new health-insurance “exchanges”
that will allow small employers and Americans who do not receive employer-based
coverage to choose from a range of regulated private plans, with much of the cost
of the premiums for middle-and lower-income Americans borne by the federal
government. The plan is to have these exchanges set up by the states by 2014, but
the federal government will establish them directly if states do not. Moreover,
states can also establish exchanges in cooperation with other states, an option
that might be attractive in less populated regions or where multistate metropolises exist (such as the St. Louis–Kansas City area). And the statute requires that
the federal government contract with at least two private health plans directly—
at least one of which must be a nonproﬁt—to provide coverage on a nationwide
basis. These national plans will also be oﬀered through the exchanges.
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The third—and, in terms of the number of Americans covered, the broadest—
pillar of the new health care law will be newly regulated and mandated private
coverage through employers. Large employers (those with 50 or more workers)
will be required to provide minimum coverage to their workers or pay a ﬁne. The
terms of employment-based plans will be more strictly regulated than they are
today. (For example, if employers oﬀer employer-based coverage whose employee
premium cost exceeds around a tenth of the workers’ household income, the
worker will qualify for federal subsidies and the employer will pay a penalty.) And,
eventually, the favorable tax treatment of those plans will be limited. In essence,
the ACA will gradually transform the present voluntary, semi-regulated, subsidized system of workplace insurance into a less voluntary, more regulated, and
somewhat less subsidized system.
Each of these three pillars raises distinct implementation challenges and signiﬁcant unknowns. This is in part because, at the insistence of the Senate, the law
leans so heavily on the states for the expansion of coverage and regulation of insurers, making the ACA in essence not one reform law, but a set of basic requirements within which as many as 51 systems could blossom—or wilt. Even if the
current full-throated state challenges to the constitutionality of the law crumble,
that will not stop many states from fumbling the establishment of the exchanges,
the regulation of insurers, and the expansion of Medicaid. Across the states, the
administrative capacities of public oﬃcials vary enormously, as does the will of
those oﬃcials to use the capacities they have. Some state political leaders—mostly
in so-called “Red States” dominated by conservative politicians—will do all they
can to drag their feet. Yet even in states where leaders wish to properly implement
the law, state regulators are often badly outgunned by insurers and providers tenaciously defending their economic turf. As a result, the initial rollout of the law
is destined to be one of mixed success.
Much will hinge, therefore, on whether and how the federal government uses
the fallback authority at its disposal.24 If and when states fail to develop plans
for workable exchanges, or fail to carry out those plans, the federal government
needs to step in, as it did in setting up temporary high-risk insurance pools (a
stopgap measure in the law until the exchanges go live in 2014) in the nearly
two dozen states without their own plans in July 2010.25 Indeed, a paradox of
the law is that in states where political leaders are dragging their feet, reform’s
strongest advocates at the state level should be willing to encourage state leaders
not to set up their own exchanges, pressing instead for state oﬃcials to conserve
resources and enlist the federal government to contract with and oversee private
plans directly.
On the other hand, in states where political leaders are eager to create their
own frameworks (up to and including a single state plan to cover all residents),
there should be support for experimentation. Plans that would integrate coverage
under some kind of “public option” have received serious consideration in a
number of states (most, not surprisingly, are “Blue States” like Connecticut and
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Vermont). Such experimentation should not, however, be a cover for failure to
make serious progress in implementing the law and fulﬁlling its spirit. States
should only be allowed to depart from the basic exchange approach when they can
credibly demonstrate that at least as many residents will be provided high-quality
insurance under their proposal as under the exchange framework.
At the federal level, the prospects for successful implementation remain far
better than at the state level, not least because of the consistent support for the
law that will be forthcoming from Washington so long as President Obama holds
oﬃce. Nevertheless, the range of complex decisions and responsibilities that the
ACA places in the hands of federal oﬃcials all but guarantees that some decisions
will be made poorly or will turn out badly, while others will pose diﬃcult tradeoﬀs and substantial uncertainties.
In particular, while the states grapple with the thorny problem of creating
exchanges, the federal government will face its own challenges in regulating
employment-based plans. The Congressional Budget Oﬃce’s prediction of 32
million newly insured Americans at relatively modest federal cost (or at least
modest by health care’s inﬂated pricing standards) rests heavily on the assumption that most employers now providing insurance will continue to do so, even
if their plans are subject to new rules. That, however, is an assumption worth
interrogating.
The problem here is not political will or administrative skill. The problem is
that the third pillar of the law—the less voluntary, more regulated, less subsidized system of workplace insurance—creates a basic structural dilemma: trying
to improve the generosity or security of private employment-based insurance will
create costs and administrative hassles for employers that could reduce their willingness to provide insurance at all, notwithstanding the penalty that larger employers will pay if they fail to sponsor coverage. Put bluntly, the primary tool that
the act grants federal oﬃcials—enforcing the rules for employment-based
plans—can be used aggressively only at the risk of undermining the primary
means of coverage in the law.
The structural bind raised by the reliance on employment-based insurance
only hints at the deeper dilemma: eﬀective implementation and administration
of the ACA will not, by themselves, ensure that the key goals of the legislation are
met. Even if every step envisioned by the law is successfully taken by 2015—a big
“if”—there will still be large gaps in coverage and weak restraints on costs. Insurers will not be able to blatantly turn people away, or price the sickest out of
the market altogether. But they will still be able to charge premiums that exceed
many people’s means and, as discussed later in this chapter, those premiums will
still be rising far too rapidly. Although regulators overseeing private plans will
know much more about what they oﬀer and what they spend their money on,
getting insurers to change what they oﬀer and what they spend their money on
will be another matter. In short, Senator Harkin’s “starter home” needs to be
renovated and improved.
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Renovating and Improving
the “Starter Home”
Most of the text of this section appeared previously in Hacker, “HealthCare Reform, 2015,” 16–18.
If reformers just play defense, they will be stuck protecting a law that has two
notable problems: it is not designed to ensure that everyone is covered, and it is
not capable of seriously reining in medical inﬂation.
The ﬁrst problem is the easier of the two to tackle, at least in policy terms. In
our predominantly employment-based insurance system, there are only two
routes to seamlessly guaranteed coverage—either (1) requiring that employers
provide coverage or contribute toward its costs, or (2) severing the ﬁnancial link
between employment and health beneﬁts by raising the funds for subsidized coverage through alternative means. The ACA embodies an uneasy hybrid of these
two approaches: somewhat weak coverage requirements on the largest employers,
but none on those with fewer than 50 workers, and no guarantee that those without coverage through employment will receive insurance through the exchanges
or Medicaid.
From a policy standpoint, the creation of a new insurance funding stream
outside employment—say, a value-added tax whose revenues are dedicated to
subsidizing health coverage—has a lot going for it: it could ensure a stable revenue stream, serve other policy goals (such as encouraging savings), and de-link
health insurance from its connection to employment. Yet developing a new
source of health insurance funds also has notable drawbacks. First, it requires
frontally challenging the GOP’s long-standing anti-tax crusade. Given the controversy already surrounding reform, this may be a bridge too far. Second, a
separate revenue source will not have any direct, tangible connection to the beneﬁts of reform, which would make it more diﬃcult to explain to the public why
such a tax is necessary. Consider the comparison to another famous tax, the
Social Security payroll tax, about which President Franklin Roosevelt famously
said, “We put those payroll contributions there so as to give the contributors a
legal, moral, and political right to collect their pensions and their unemployment beneﬁts. With those taxes in there, no damn politician can ever scrap my
Social Security program.”26
For these reasons, a more promising route may be to build on the existing law to
ﬁll in its gaps. The ﬁrst step would be to strengthen the employer requirements to
turn them into an automatic source of aﬀordable coverage for workers. In practice,
this would mean extending the employer coverage requirement to employers with
fewer than 50 workers, eventually reaching all employers, including the self-employed. It would also mean transforming the penalty—currently $2,000 per fulltime employee (excluding the ﬁrst 30 employees) for most employers—into
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something closer to a “play-or-pay” mandate in which uninsured workers’ coverage
is automatic through the exchange (or Medicaid) when their employer pays a dedicated payroll-based contribution.
Exempting small employers entirely from the coverage requirement, as the
current law does, has two salient drawbacks. First, it means that millions of Americans do not receive automatic coverage at their place of work. More than half of
the working uninsured are either self-employed or work in ﬁrms with fewer than
50 employees.27 Because these ﬁrms are not required to contribute even a token
amount on behalf of their workers, coverage for these workers has to come
through Medicaid outreach and enforcement of the individual mandate, neither
of which is likely to work as well as simply signing workers up for employer- or
government-sponsored coverage at their place of work.
Second, a blanket small-business exemption is ill-targeted, since it exempts
small high-wage ﬁrms with substantial ﬁnancial capacity to provide coverage
(such as law ﬁrms) in a way that is identical to the treatment of small low-wage
ﬁrms without such capacity. Instead, employers that do not sponsor coverage
should be required to contribute to the cost of their workers’ coverage on a sliding
scale based on ﬁrm payroll, which is a better measure of a ﬁrm’s ability to provide
coverage than the number of employees. Moreover, such a change would still take
into account ﬁrm size as well as wages, easing the burden on the smallest ﬁrms.
For example, ﬁrms could be required to pay 1 percent on the ﬁrst $250,000 of
payroll, 4 percent on the next $750,000, and so on, up to a full levy of, say, 7 percent. The lower contributions required of low-wage ﬁrms could be subsidized by
redirecting the law’s ill-targeted tax breaks for small businesses—breaks that
would no longer be necessary to encourage these ﬁrms to participate.
This approach would have three beneﬁts. First, the payroll contribution would
be a dedicated amount that ﬁrms and workers could perceive as “purchasing” their
beneﬁts through the exchange. Second, this approach would mean that everyone
working or living in the family of a worker (including the self-employed, who, as
with Social Security, would be required to make the contribution on their own
behalf) would be automatically covered, either directly through an employmentbased plan or through the exchange when their employer pays the contribution.
Third, a true play-or-pay approach would lessen reliance on the highly controversial individual mandate, which is viewed with skepticism by a majority of Americans and is the target of a vigorous GOP assault. At least before the recent
downturn, an approach requiring that all ﬁrms (including the self-employed) either
play or pay would have guaranteed coverage to more than 95 percent of Americans
younger than 65. If no one was allowed to exit coverage without showing proof of
an alternative source, this number would rise to 100 percent in short order, as very
few non-elderly Americans have no tie to the workforce for an extended period.
Given the resistance of employers to the ACA’s existing rules, it may seem
fanciful to think that the employer requirements could be strengthened. But as
the new law goes into eﬀect, employers playing by the rules may become more
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supportive, recognizing that their less responsible competitors gain a competitive advantage by not providing insurance, while raising the costs of all employer
plans when their uninsured workers receive uncompensated care. To be sure,
this logic would work only for ﬁrms actually providing coverage, and it is likely to
be persuasive only for those coverage-providing ﬁrms (such as unionized supermarkets) that have aggressive low-wage competitors. But ﬁrms not providing
insurance could see advantages in a broader employer requirement as well. If the
cost of allowing their workers to buy into the exchanges was aﬀordable, small
and large ﬁrms alike could see it as beneﬁcial to buy coverage through the exchanges rather than on their own. Indeed, the exchanges should eventually be
opened up to all employers, not just the smallest—a step that states have the
authority to take.
This is yet another reason that states and the federal government must be vigilant in ensuring that the exchanges are set up on solid foundations, and why
cost-control tools have to be used actively and strengthened over time. If the exchanges function eﬀectively to provide lower-cost coverage, they are likely to
become more and more attractive to employers, especially the smallest among
them. The exchanges, after all, will provide a menu of health-plan options, and
they will remove from employers’ shoulders the administrative burden of picking
and monitoring health plans and managing enrollment in them (this, incidentally, might be another allure to small ﬁrms to participate). So long as ﬁrms are
required to pay a reasonable amount to fund workers’ coverage, there is no reason
to insist that ﬁrms provide insurance on their own when they and their workers
would prefer to buy it through the exchange.

Controlling Costs
Most of the text of this section appeared previously in Hacker, “HealthCare Reform, 2015,” 19–23.
None of this will matter much, however, if costs are not contained. The long-term
budget challenge faced by the United States is almost entirely a medical cost challenge: take out Medicare and Medicaid and the federal ﬁscal forecast looks surprisingly rosy. At the same time, if costs are not restrained, politicians and
corporations will be pressed to shift more and more of the health care tab onto
Americans’ already burdened ﬁnances. Families, businesses, state governments,
and the federal government alike—all of them will suﬀer if costs continue to rise
at the rate of recent decades.
And here we reach the weakest foundational aspect of Senator Harkin’s starter
home. All the reform ideas that would have provided big direct savings—from
serious administrative streamlining through a single national exchange to the
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public insurance option I have advocated—were either sidelined or neutered as
they ran the gauntlet of aﬀected interests. Indeed, the public option debate was a
case study in why cost control is so hard: conservative Democrats ﬁrst eﬀectively
stripped out the tools of cost control that would have allowed the public option to
compete aggressively with private insurers, most notably the use of provider rates
based on Medicare’s payment schedule. Then, they complained that the public
option wouldn’t control costs.
Virtually everyone who has studied the private medical market in recent years
has noted its unhealthy consolidation on both the demand (insurer) and supply
(provider) sides. A revealing indicator of the problem: just as the health care bill
neared passage, the American Medical Association (AMA) released a report ﬁnding
that 99 percent of metropolitan areas studied had “highly concentrated” insurance
markets.28 Equally striking, a single private insurer held 70 percent or more of the
private market in 24 of the 43 states examined (up from 18 of 42 states
just a year earlier).
The AMA was understandably less eager to point out the simultaneous consolidation of medical providers—with large physicians’ groups and ﬂagship hospital
systems gaining enormous leverage to drive up prices, even when faced with dominant insurers. As one health plan executive recently complained to researchers
studying California’s escalating medical costs, “I am shocked there isn’t an outcry
over the fact that our costs are driven out of control. We would like to establish
some sort of boundary, beyond which these guys can’t go. We’d welcome some
regulatory intervention to break up these monopolies, because they are just
killing us.”29
Yet “regulatory intervention”—pushing back against consolidated health
plans, or “breaking up” dominant provider groups—is not in the cards in most
states. The federal government has the leverage to hold down price increases.
Medicare, for example, has held annual spending growth for comparable services
at a level two to three percentage points below private insurance over the past 15
years or so. In contrast, as the recent report on California notes, private insurers’
“payment rates to hospitals and powerful physician groups approach and exceed
200 percent of what Medicare pays, with annual negotiated double-digit increases
in recent years.”30
After dramatic private premium increases in early 2010, California’s senior
senator, Dianne Feinstein, called for requiring insurers seeking increases in
health-plan premiums to get approval from states before doing so. Although Feinstein’s amendment didn’t make it into the ACA, states do have the authority to
establish such procedures under the new law. Unfortunately, prior approval for
premium increases is unlikely to have much eﬀect on the long-term trajectory of
costs. The majority of states already require prior approval of premiums for at
least some insurers and some speciﬁc markets. And although regulators sometimes insist on and receive lower premium increases, the overall trajectory of
medical costs has continued sharply upward. To be sure, prior approval might be
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more eﬀective when insurers are constrained from changing what and whom they
cover. But even with reform, insurers will be able to lower premiums by restricting
(within regulatory bounds) provider networks, the conditions under which they
pay for needed care, or coverage terms.
The ACA does, however, include a new requirement with greater potential
teeth. Under the law, insurers are required to spend at least 80 percent of premiums on medical care, as opposed to administrative costs and proﬁts (the standard is 85 percent for large group plans and 80 percent for small group and
individual plans).31 More signiﬁcant still, insurers that do not meet this 80 percent standard—known within the industry, revealingly, as the “medical-loss
ratio,” or MLR—will have to provide rebates to consumers equal to the diﬀerence
between 80 percent and their actual spending on care.32 MLRs have been falling
since the 1990s, but on average, insurers still exceed this 80 percent threshold: in
2007 the industry-average MLR was 81 percent.33 Yet many insurers spend less
than 80 percent of premiums on care, and in the individual and small-group markets the share can be as low as 60 percent.34 According to the advocacy group
Health Care for America Now!, the six largest for-proﬁt insurance companies
would have had to provide nearly $2 billion in rebates if the requirement had been
eﬀect in 2009 (it actually takes eﬀect in 2011).35
The MLR requirement represents an important step in encouraging private insurer transparency. If properly implemented, it could ensure that a higher share
of premiums is spent on care rather than administrative costs or proﬁts, and it
might even lead to one-time premium rebates. Like prior approval, however, it
will not do much to slow the growth in costs over time. The MLR is a ratio—care
versus administration. It says nothing about whether overall spending is excessive or not. What’s more, insurers are doing everything within their power to gut
the MLR rules even before they take eﬀect, arguing that scores of functions historically treated as administration—such as the costs of denying care (“loss adjustment expenses,” in insurance terminology), fraud prevention, network
management, and provider credentialing—are actually “care.”36 The Obama administration is currently standing ﬁrm. But some state regulators are already
saying that they will exempt categories of insurers or phase in the requirements
over an extended period.37 It is safe to assume that the ﬁnal MLR rules will be
even weaker than those envisioned in the ACA.
By far the most promising approach for state leaders may be to institute “allpayer” rate setting.38 Under an all-payer system, payments for speciﬁc services or
for treatment of patients with particular diagnoses would be set through a negotiated process in which insurers, providers, and state governments, as well as consumer representatives, had a seat at the table. These rates would then be used by
all payers (hence the name), and they could be extended to more complex payment methods, such as payment for entire episodes of care (e.g., treatment of a
heart attack). By consolidating bargaining power on the demand side and limiting
the ability of providers to play one payer oﬀ another, all-payer systems have the
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potential to both create lower, more uniform payments and to restrain the
increase in service prices over time.
The key to controlling costs over the long term, however, is reviving the public
option. In addition to the savings created by a public option—which, by its nature,
has no need to earn a proﬁt and will have large numbers of subscribers over which
to spread administrative expenses—the public option would restrain costs in two
additional ways. The ﬁrst and simplest is by building on Medicare’s success in
restraining prices. Indeed, the public option could be the prime means for extending to non-elderly Americans the innovations in payment and care management
that will be used to slow Medicare spending growth in the coming years.
The second means by which the public option would hold down costs is by
serving as a competitive benchmark for private plans. The public plan would represent a simple, aﬀordable plan available on similar terms throughout the nation,
reassuring Americans newly required to have insurance that they can gain access
to a transparent product with a broad choice of providers. As such, the public option is likely to be an attractive alternative to private plans, pressing insurers to
work harder to restrain their own premiums and to showcase their own distinctive merits. In today’s weakly competitive market, even a modest spillover of the
public plan’s cost-control eﬀorts into the private sector could have major eﬀects.
In theory, states could create a Medicare-like public option of their own under the
new law—and a handful may well do so before the exchanges become operational in
2014, including Oregon, Vermont, and Connecticut.39 A state public option would
create greater accountability for private insurers, especially in states where a single
insurer dominates the market. But a state public option would, of course, be available
only to those who live within the states that oﬀer it. If only a handful of states move
forward, most Americans will be shut out. For the same reason, the cost-control
potential of state public plans will be limited. States have far less market leverage than
the federal government: a national public option, if equally attractive in substance
and coverage, would have 500 times as many subscribers as a Vermont-only plan.
More important, individual states also have far less political leverage. State
public oﬃcials—often less closely monitored by constituents than national leaders,
possessing fewer administrative tools and more limited budgets, and frequently
term-limited—are a weak match for a determined, consolidated private medical
insurance industry. As a prominent consumer representative working to inﬂuence
state insurance commissioners recently explained, “Insurers spend tens of millions
of policyholder-supplied funds to lobby for insurer interests. In contrast, consumer
interests have few such resources.”40 The entire consumer participation budget at
the National Association of Insurance Commissioners—the organization of state
insurance regulators—is dwarfed by the salary of a single insurance lobbyist.41 In
the face of the industry’s political onslaught, many states whose leaders are contemplating a state public option may not end up with one at all.
Hence the need for a national plan. A simple Medicare-like public option could
build on the provisions of the law that establish at least two national plans oﬀered
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within state exchanges (at least one of which must be a nonproﬁt). Oﬀered within
every state exchange, a national public option could provide simple, predictable
coverage and use its enormous bargaining power to obtain better rates. Moreover,
administrators of a national public option would have the incentive and ability to
invest in innovative payment and care-management strategies, building on the
improvements in Medicare envisioned under the ACA. As poll after poll during
the health care debate showed, the public option is popular.42 And unlike many
popular ideas, it will actually save serious money.
The public option is often seen—by detractors as well as some supporters—as
an alternative to relying on private insurance. Although it will certainly cover
some Americans who would otherwise enroll in private plans, it is best thought of
as an alternative to relying exclusively on regulation to make private plans act in
the public interest. The public option is a means of allowing the private and public
sectors to operate in cooperative tension with each other, as in any dynamic market system, without putting excessive faith in the ability of regulators to make the
private sector behave in fundamentally diﬀerent ways.
Above all, the public option is the renovation that solidiﬁes Harkin’s starter
home in the face of a perfect storm. What the advocates of Social Security recognized and fought for in the 1930s and beyond was the strongest structure. They
understood that a ﬁrm foundation could be built on, and that a popular, capable
program could attract more ﬁnancing and greater institutional resources. The
public option is a crucial and popular addition to the institutional architecture of
the law, ﬁlling in the weakest aspect of the home’s foundation—its anemic
cost-control measures—so that the other reforms discussed in this chapter can
expand that home to include more Americans over time.

Organizing for American Health Care
Most of the text of this section appeared previously in Hacker, “HealthCare Reform, 2015,” 23–24.
Reformers are planning to spend the next few years trying to make sure the ACA
is properly implemented and to convince Americans that the ACA was in their
interest. But they should not be afraid at the same time to point out where the law
needs to be strengthened, and nowhere is this more true than when it comes to
the public option.
This was the approach taken with the Social Security Act of 1935, whose champions celebrated the law’s achievements, yet never ceased to point out how the
law still failed to provide the foundation of economic security initially promised.
On the third anniversary of the Social Security Act in 1938, President Roosevelt
delivered a stirring reminder of the law’s achievements—and its unmet promise:
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We have come a long way. But we still have a long way to go. There is still
today a frontier that remains unconquered—an America unclaimed. This
is the great, the nationwide frontier of insecurity, of human want and
fear. This is the frontier—the America—we have set ourselves to reclaim.43
We have come a long way in achieving health security. But we will still have a
long way to go. Making the case for the changes that are needed—from strengthening the relatively weak employer requirements in the law, to opening up the
exchanges to larger employers, to creating a national public option to bring down
escalating costs—will require more than incremental steps to build trust in the
law. It will also require a broader vision of how the overarching goal of aﬀordable,
quality care for all can be achieved, backed up by an ongoing, organized movement. Like President Roosevelt in 1938, reformers in the coming years will have
to identify the next “unclaimed frontier of insecurity,” and show Americans how
and why to cross it. They owe families like the Dorsetts, struggling with the continuing threat of health insecurity, at least that much.
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Conclusion
America’s Next Social Contract
Lessons from the Past, Prospects for the Future
JACOB S. HACKER AND ANN O’LEARY

The history of American risk-sharing is not a simple linear tale. From the 1930s
through the 1970s, public and private protections did indeed expand more or less
continuously, gradually shielding more and more Americans from the direst consequences of what President Franklin Roosevelt famously called the “hazards and
vicissitudes” of economic life.1 As this volume has documented, however, the last
generation has witnessed a very diﬀerent trajectory. Instead of shifting upward
toward public and private systems of insurance, economic risk has shifted downward from government and employers onto individual American workers and
their families. This transformation has occurred across a range of policy areas and
aspects of Americans’ economic lives, from health care to pensions to job security
to personal ﬁnances to family strategies for balancing work and caregiving.
And yet, even amid this Great Risk Shift, not all developments have lessened
the government’s role as risk manager. For instance, a major expansion of Medicaid health coverage for the poor and the Earned Income Tax Credit have provided
substantial help for workers most disadvantaged by rising economic inequality
and insecurity. And in the last two years, as this volume has documented, largescale steps have been taken to try to push back against inequality and insecurity,
including the upgrading of unemployment insurance in the economic rescue
package of 2009, increased consumer protections enacted as part of the ﬁnancial
reform bill, the expansion of direct student lending in the health care reform bill,
and of course the health reform bill itself.
The back-and-forth movement of economic risk—over time and across policy
areas—should remind us that there is nothing inevitable about either broader
social insurance or greater individual risk. Instead, these are political choices.
They are political not just because they are shaped by national and state policies,
but more fundamentally because they reﬂect the relative power and competing
ideas of actors struggling to deﬁne and redeﬁne the role of government, employers,
families, and individuals in a new century.
260
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Despite the policy breakthroughs of 2009 and 2010, that grand struggle is very
much still with us. As we complete this volume, in January 2011, the Republicancontrolled House has just voted to repeal the health care reform law, and two
federal courts have struck down as unconstitutional the individual mandate to
purchase health insurance. Neither is close to the ﬁnal word on the future of
reform: the Republican repeal legislation died a quick death in the Democraticcontrolled Senate (and would have been vetoed by President Obama had it not),
and the constitutionality of the mandate will ultimately be decided by the Supreme
Court. But each occurrence is a powerful indication of the continuing debate over
how risk and responsibility should be balanced and shared.
The overarching argument of this book is that this debate should take place
with full awareness of the options before us and the consequences of diﬀerence choices. Remembering that the scope of economic security reﬂects the
political decisions that we make as a society does help to illuminate how our
social contract came into being and how we will, or will not, be able to forge a
new social contract in the years ahead. After all, even if economic insecurity is
not our inevitable economic destiny, the signs that our elected representatives
can work across party lines and tackle the hard questions of the day are hardly
encouraging. But understanding the political context does call on us to step
away from the immediate ﬁghts to examine the deeper undercurrents of public
opinion, which continue, despite popular perception, to suggest a desire for
government action to protect the middle class against economic risks. And this
inquiry presses us to take a fresh look at the trends outlined in the ﬁrst part of
this book—trends that suggest the need for a robust role for government in
sharing and managing risks that cause or increase the economic insecurity
faced by families today. In the end, the prospects for creating a new governing
philosophy that emphasizes the economic security of the middle class rest on
how the lessons of history and the challenges of the day are understood—and
how that understanding informs and drives eﬀorts to forge a new American
social contract.

What Americans Really Think
about Government and the Economy
As anyone with a TV or Internet access knows, dissatisfaction with government is
rife. In a recent public opinion poll conducted by the Pew Research Center, 77
percent of Americans reported that there were frustrated or angry with the government, compared to only 19 percent who reported that they were basically content.2 Beneath this dissatisfaction, however, lie strong convictions that
government can and should solve major economic problems on behalf of the
middle class. The paradox of Americans’ anger toward government is that it
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reﬂects what people don’t see the government doing as least as much as it reﬂects
what people perceive the government to be doing.
Indeed, the very same Pew poll showing widespread anger toward government
also indicated that, for many Americans, frustration with government reﬂects a
sense that political leaders are not doing enough to solve the kind of problems we
address in this volume. Two-thirds of Americans believe that middle class people
get less attention from the federal government than they should, compared to
only 54 percent who reported this concern in 1997.3 Moreover, this sentiment
holds true across political lines: 68 percent of Republicans, 67 percent of Democrats, and 65 percent of Independents all pinpoint lack of attention to the problems of the middle class as a serious governing failure.
But at the same time that large majorities say that government needs to do
more for the middle class, there is broad skepticism that government has the
ability to ﬁx today’s economic woes, or to solve big problems in general. As the
economy nose-dived, Americans’ belief that the government could ﬁx the economy
fell as well—from 68 percent who believed in the government in July 2008 to 56
percent in October of that same year.4 Americans increasingly report believing
that the government is almost always wasteful and ineﬃcient (rising from 47 percent in 2004 to 57 percent in 2008).5
This skepticism seems to be more general than speciﬁc—that is, centered on a
government seen as wasteful and ineﬃcient overall, rather than in reference to
speciﬁc public responsibilities. In fact, Americans continue to believe that government has an essential role to play in regulating the economy and providing economic security. For example, in the same year that a Gallup Poll was showing that
more Americans than at any time in the previous decade were reporting that there
is too much government regulation (45 percent),6 a separate poll from the Pew
Research Center was showing that Americans still solidly believed that government regulation was necessary to protect the public interest (50 percent).7
Similarly, Americans believe that the government needs to reduce the federal
deﬁcit in the abstract. But these same people are extremely skeptical of speciﬁc
cutbacks in existing programs that provide economic security, and, when asked,
say they strongly support raising their own payroll taxes to pay for a continuation
of Medicare and Social Security beneﬁts rather than cutting the beneﬁts.8 Even
with the rise of the conservative Tea Party, the largest public social programs
remain overwhelmingly popular. Indeed, older Americans are the age group that
is simultaneously most supportive of the Tea Party and the ﬁercest defenders of
Social Security and Medicare.
American’s feelings about their government are complex. Americans are dissatisﬁed with government, yes, but in large part because they think government
has abandoned the middle class. They worry about whether the government has
the capacity to address the nation’s economic challenges, but that does not mean
they oppose government playing a role in addressing the concerns of the middle
class. They see the government as ineﬃcient and wasteful, yet support the social
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insurance programs that they have come to know and rely upon. And they believe
that the government is regulating too much, but see the value in and importance
of regulations as a means to serve the public interest.
For those seeking to act on the recommendations of the prior chapters, the
message is that measures to improve economic security must be framed as directed toward and beneﬁcial for the middle class. In addition, they must be seen
not as expanding government for the sake of a larger public sector, but rather as
providing the means for individuals, families, and employers to better manage
and share the economic risks they face. In many cases, this means that ﬁnancing
of these initiatives should be portrayed, as payroll taxes for Medicare and Social
Security are, as contributions that are made by these stakeholders to their own
future economic security. Finally, advocates must tell a compelling story about
how private risk management is not feasible in the speciﬁc areas where it has
failed—a story to which, the surveys suggest, many Americans will be receptive.

History and Trends in American
Risk Management
The public’s mixed views of government are not so surprising. The upheavals of
the last several years would be enough to challenge any American’s faith in the
capacity of government to police the private sector and ensure economic security.
Add to this the massive changes in government’s role in managing economic risks
over the last generation, and it is not hard to ﬁnd the key sources of public concern. The broad majority of Americans that have not shared in the large economic
gains experienced at the top of the income distribution have seen their economic
lives increasingly buﬀeted by the winds of economic change.
To many commentators, the economic downturn that began in 2007 was an
unexpected storm in an otherwise sunny economic environment. Yet, as the chapters in this volume have shown, the Great Recession followed on the heels of three
decades of government and employer withdrawal from the business of risk management that had shifted more and more economic risks onto families, particularly in the areas of health insurance and retirement savings.
Like the public opinion trends just reviewed, the shift of economic risk is multifaceted. It has not occurred in the same way or to the same degree across all
areas of American economic life. David Moss reminds us, for example, that the
power of the government as the ultimate risk manager has, if anything, expanded
in recent years when it comes to the management of systemic economic, national
security, and environmental risks, from the meltdown of ﬁnancial markets to the
9/11 terrorist attacks to the BP Gulf Coast oil spill. As Moss explains, the success
of risk management hinges on both sides of the intuitions expressed by Americans in public polls. Risk management works best when government both deploys
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broader risk protections as well as puts in place mechanisms for monitoring and
controlling excessive risk-taking by the insured.
The role of government in managing the most severe risks, whether in national
security or economic security, is also a theme of chapter 4 by Mariano-Florentino
Cuéllar and Connor Raso in this volume. Cuéllar and Raso eﬀectively demonstrate
the deep intertwining of national and economic security—from the ﬁscal eﬀects
of one on the other to the human and social capital impacts—and remind us that
“people make enormous sacriﬁces to protect their nation because of what they
think it represents, and its role as a bulwark against economic insecurity is no
small measure of what nations promise their citizens.”
The American story of risk shifting comes into starker relief when it is contrasted with developments in other advanced industrial nations—few of which
have seen trends similar to the United States until now. In chapter 3 of this volume, Neil Gilbert shows that the equilibrium between private and public responsibility for social risk management may be ﬁnding a resting place somewhere in
the middle, as other OECD countries retract their public programs in favor of
more private-sector support and the United States begins to increase the government’s role in risk management as the private sector role shrinks. It is this potential trend toward an expanded role for public management of individual and
family economic risks that is the focus of the central chapters of this volume.

Forging America’s Next Social Contract
No one can doubt the need for rethinking American risk management. From one
direction, the problem is public-sector overload. From another, it is the failure of
the public role to adapt as employers have moved away from the provision of
social beneﬁts and families have faced new economic risks rooted in the transformation of the economy and the structure of families themselves.
The proper balance of risk and responsibility is the concern of many of the
authors in this volume, who have developed forceful, innovative, and practical
ideas for retooling our existing system of risk management to meet the needs of
tomorrow’s workers and families. The authors provide speciﬁc ideas and solutions
to the increasing risks that Americans face in areas ranging from job security to
home ownership to wealth-building to retirement savings. But underlying these
ideas are at least four unifying themes.

ONE: THE NEED FOR NEW
P U B L I C - P R I VAT E PA R T N E R S H I P S
Our nation has long had a compact between the government and employers to
protect workers against certain risks. Yet it is clear from this volume that this old
social compact has broken down and that a new partnership must be created.
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Perhaps the most vivid examples come from Alicia’s Munnell’s informed
explanation of how retirement risks—once borne in common within workplaces—have shifted to individuals, who are having grave diﬃculties saving adequately for retirement or protecting themselves from the risks that attend
long-term retirement planning. As she argues in chapter 11, workers are exposed
to much greater risks today because our employer-based retirement system has
signiﬁcantly increased risks on workers and the generosity of Social Security beneﬁts has diminished. Unfortunately, these changes to the social compact have
occurred just as the retirement income needs of workers are increasing due to
improved longevity and increasing health care costs. To address these new risks,
Munnell developed an innovative proposal to tackle both the concentration in
risk exposure and the problem of insuﬃcient retirement income faced by most
workers: a new tier of retirement beneﬁts that would provide a government guarantee of 20 percent of one’s pre-retirement income. She has provocatively suggested that this new tier could be aggressively invested and managed by private
sector investors, or that it could be conservatively invested and the Social Security
Trust Fund could be more aggressively invested.
Finding the right mix between public and private risk is a theme of all the proposals in this volume. Andy Scharlach and Amanda Lehning have demonstrated
that the government and the private market have done a dismal job in insuring
against the risk of long-term care costs, leaving the burden mostly on unpaid
women in the family or on a very low-paid care workforce. They have suggested a
spectrum of possible roles for the government and the private sector—ranging
from mandatory federal insurance for long-term care to incentives to increase the
private long-term care market coupled with government mandates to guarantee
certain basic consumer protections.
In the area of home ownership, Katie Porter and Tara Twomey have also promoted an aggressive oversight role for the government in private-sector mortgage products. They have looked to the Food and Drug Administration for
inspiration. Just as society requires that drug companies ﬁrst test drugs in a
limited market before making them widely available, lenders should be required
to test their products to ensure that the default rate is not too high before oﬀering
the product more broadly.
Heather Boushey has suggested that it is not just building new forms of institutional risk-sharing about which we should be concerned. For job creation and
job security to ﬂourish, we also need to revisit the agreements that we have on the
books to ensure that the government and our employers are living up to their
promises. The government should recommit to its goal of full employment and
should insist on employer compliance with existing labor laws.
In all of these proposals, the role of the government is not to provide complete
protection against economic risks, but to provide a backstop that allows private
risk protections to ﬂourish in areas where market failures are chronic, information is often highly imperfect, and individuals are prone to a range of basic
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planning errors. In this respect, a major theme of the book is the need for fostering
a new role for both government and the private sector that recognizes the limits
of employer responsibility in an increasingly dynamic economy but does not let
key private-sector actors, from insurers to mutual funds to corporations, completely oﬀ the hook.
Another theme is that government has a range of tools to provide economic
security—from tax incentives to regulations to direct public spending—and that
each has strengths and weaknesses in promoting private and public risk-sharing on
a relatively equal basis across Americans. It is to this second theme that we now turn.

T W O : G R E AT E R F L E X I B I L I T Y I N T H E U S E
O F S O C I A L I N S U R A N C E A N D TA X E S
Not only should government reconsider its compact with employers and the private sector more broadly, but it should also reconsider its agreements with
workers and families about how they use existing programs and incentives. Both
Stephen Sugarman and coauthors Christian Weller and Amy Helburn have suggested that the existing boxes or silos embedded in public programs impede families from fully accessing the protections they need against a range of risks.
Weller and Helburn have explained that we should allow workers and families
to exercise more control over how to save and put their savings to use. While
encouraging short-term and long-term savings, they have argued that it would be
more eﬃcient and lead to higher rates of savings if the government allowed families to deﬁne their own savings goals instead of prioritizing one over the other
(e.g., savings for home ownership over education). And they have suggested that
workers will save more if the government also allowed families to deﬁne how to
use their savings in the future (e.g., borrowing against one’s retirement savings
for speciﬁed uses).
Stephen Sugarman has made a similar proposal with regard to individuals who
need income replacement while out of work for a variety of reasons—be it a temporary disability or the need for a vacation day. Sugarman would end all of today’s
existing programs—unemployment insurance, worker’s compensation, paid vacation, and paid sick days—in favor of a much more ﬂexible short-term paid leave
program that would allow workers to accumulate days to be used for any of these
reasons. Like Weller and Helburn, Sugarman would require workers to plan for
longer-term needs by banking some of these leave days for future use.
Neither of these proposals envisions a major expansion of the tax and spending
role of the federal government, but instead imagines a restructuring of existing
incentives to better target them, make them more equal (unlike current tax
breaks, which generally favor the wealthiest), allow them to be used more ﬂexibly
across a range of risks, and ultimately make them more eﬀective. This is a more
general theme of nearly all the proposals—ﬁscal constraints make it imperative to
rationalize and restructure, not just expand, government’s role.
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THREE: THINKING ABOUT FISCAL
POLICY IN BROADER TERMS
The rise of ﬁscal austerity measures is a dominant feature of the political landscape across advanced industrial democracies—not just the United States, and
not just in the last few years, but broadly and over the last two decades. As
national welfare states have matured and public-sector spending and taxation
have bumped up against broad limits created by economic incentives and the
willingness of voters to pay higher taxes, a wave of rationalization eﬀorts has
swept across the advanced industrial world. These eﬀorts have of course been
accelerated in recent years by the economic crises faced by many European
countries and a more general political turn toward the Right in most rich democratic nations.
It is important to recognize, however, that the United States is distinctive from
many wealthy democracies in two crucial respects. First, prior to the downturn,
the U.S. public sector had largely been caught in a holding pattern. As a share of
the economy, the federal government has more or less remained stable in size
over the last three decades. Second, American taxation levels are at the bottom of
the OECD pack. Indeed, high deﬁcits incurred before the downturn were almost
entirely due to reduced tax revenues and higher military spending, not increased
public spending on social beneﬁts.
That will not be true in the future. If health care costs continue to rise much
faster than the growth of the economy—the pattern until now, and not one that
is envisioned to change dramatically due to the 2010 health care legislation—
public social spending will rise as well. Overwhelmingly, the long-term deﬁcit
problem is a health care cost problem; Jacob Hacker in chapter 10 of this volume
therefore focused heavily on the cost controls in the health care bill and how they
can be strengthened.
All of the chapters, moreover, have emphasized that federal costs are not the
only costs that should be taken into account. Many existing policies impose large
costs on individuals or employers (which then pass those costs on to employees in
the form of lower wages). Many policies also involve substantial ineﬃciency. Foreclosure and bankruptcy laws, for example, impose substantial private costs and
are often highly ineﬃcient at providing relief, as well as poorly targeted—a major
argument of chapter 8 by Porter and Twomey, on the one hand, and chapter 7 by
Weller and Helburn, on the other. Similarly, charity health care is an inadequate
response to the lack of broad insurance—and poses a cost that is increasingly
hard for health care providers to bear.
The challenge of ﬁscal austerity is therefore about more than minimizing federal costs. Indeed, some risks might better be addressed through direct federal
action, ﬁnanced with up-front contributions, rather than by after-the-fact legal
remedies or safety-net measures that are neither efficient nor well targeted.
Policies, like personal spending, can be penny-wise and pound-foolish.
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F O U R : S TAT E S A S L A B O R ATO R I E S
Just as with austerity proposals, the debate over the respective roles of states and
the federal government has often been treated as a zero-sum game in which one
level is inherently superior and the management of risks by one means the abandonment of responsibility by another. Instead, as chapter 9 by Ann O’Leary has
suggested, states need to be incubators for creativity and innovation in forging
the social compact of tomorrow, but this can only occur in tandem with innovative
federal action. O’Leary has begun with the premise that states already have the
ability to provide some protection against income volatility for workers who must
exit or scale back their income due to work-care clashes. Indeed, she has mapped
out the innovative ways in which some states are using welfare, unemployment
insurance, and state-based temporary disability and paid family leave programs to
provide income replacement, and she has suggested that states could go much
further. The prospect for these eﬀorts to succeed, however, depends on greater
ﬂexibility in existing federal policies to allow experimentation without removing
minimum ﬂoors of protection.
In chapter 10, Hacker has taken on the new health reform bill and has urged
states to creatively experiment with cost containment and greater coverage.
One way to do so, he has argued, would be for states to create a Medicare-like
public option of their own under the new law through the creative use of the
state exchanges.

The Future of American Economic Security
It is only through innovations like those suggested in these chapters that the
United States will ﬁnd the right balance of risk sharing. Without examining competing models in practice, debates over these issues tend toward abstraction and
ideology. Comparing the real-world results of innovative policies is the key to advancing economic security.
To be sure, these innovative ideas will only come to pass with the support of
the public and the development of a political environment that is receptive to new
policy departures designed to make Americans more secure. That in turn will
likely require political reform. Over the last generation, both our society and our
democracy have become more unequal, as both economic and political power have
become more concentrated at the top of the economic ladder.9 Deep-pocketed
interests in the ﬁnancial and insurance industry, the political challenge of the
powerful ﬁlibuster in the Senate, the confusion and disengagement of voters, the
reality that politicians are more swayed by organized interests—all of these factors stand in the way of proposals to respond to the Great Risk Shift.10
But there is reason for hope. Americans want greater economic security, and
they believe that government has a deep responsibility and a fundamental role to
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play in bringing it about. In the long sweep of time charted in this book, risk
shifting has occurred in both directions—toward individuals who cannot always
bear the load and toward institutions of shared fate that help manage and pool
those risks so they do not cause individual devastation. To rebuild our faith in the
capacity of our democracy will require joining together to tackle the growing economic insecurity that Americans face.
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